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TECHNICAL CONSULTING 
Solutions for your process problems 
We understand that many of our clients have large budgets on their technical plant infrastructure 
and solutions,which may include milling plants, conveyor infrastructure, mining equipment and 

process plant as well as other technical deployments. 


For this we deploy the services of a qualified technical consultant to 
ensure you create not just the best solutions for your business problems, 
but also consistently reduce maintenance cost on parts, maintenance 
plans and other cost - thus ensuring lower cost, reduced downtimes and 
improved profitability.


We combine this with our financial solutions to ensure a complete 
process management and maintenance solution tailored for your exact 
requirements.
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Business strategy for 
process plants that 
ensure both technical 
excellence as well as 
low cost management 
and maintenance 
plans- which builds 
competitive advantage 
and increased 
profitability. 
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What we do 
Weaver Capital work with customers that deploy 
substantial plant operations that is used in their 
production cycle.


We deliver the services of a qualified technical 
consultant- who is well versed in the management of 
large global companies in many industries, and thus 
understand both 
the process as well 
as maintenance 
cycles inherent to 
these operations.


We combine this 
understanding with expert financial solutions, to 
ensure reduced cost as well as improved efficiency to 
your plant.


Our Services 
Our services include: 

1. Assessment of your current process plant

2. Assessment of your maintenance plans and cost

3. Comparing with market related cost and benchmarking against industry 

standards

4. Developing an understanding of how this is funded and how delayed funding 

- or improved funding can be used to improve your cost and competitive 
advantage - and improve your production through acceleration and less 
down time.


5. Cost improvements through less downtime in for instance reduced overtime.

6. How improved purchasing can reduce cost and in which areas.

7. Developing an action plan and model,for execution of this strategy - in order 

to deliver the value proposed.

8. Introduction to relevant suppliers and maintenance  companies that can be 

used in the execution of this plan. 

9. Refurbishing of older and obsolete equipment, or parts.
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Business process 
improvements 
combined with 
financial 
enhancements deliver 
improved profitability 
in all instances.

Real value lies in 
the improvement 
of process and 
reduction of 
costs to ensure 
enhanced 
productivity and 
increased 
profitability 

CHRIS SCHOLTZ - CEO 
WEAVER CAPITAL
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What we deliver 
We deliver exceptional results not just in process improvements and reduced maintenance cost but also in 
terms of the overall maintenance cost management plan to ensure optimum value to your organization. 
Our deliverables include:


1. Improvement plans and models for your process, workflow and layout.

2. Access to lower cost suppliers- with better quality parts that will 

ensure ultimate lower cost operations 

3. Access to lower cost suppliers of replacement and expansion 

equipment components, coupled with local build to ensure faster 
response on maintenance and other issues


4. Access to lower cost maintenance and support to imported 
equipment thus ensuring lower cost and local supply.


5. Understanding of your payment model, and management of your 
payments in trade finance solutions, to ensure you match payments to 
revenues, thus improving cash flows and enhancing business continuity.


6. Improved maintenance plans that will ensure lower downtime and thus reduced overtime costs.

7. Understanding the sales and payment cycle of products sold, and creating discounting solutions that 

allow you to sell invoices forward and accelerate Cashflows - and use such Cashflows to pay 
production costs in product and maintenance cost early- those leveraging exciting savings from your 
overall process.


Speak to us today about a solution tailored to your needs.


Weaver Capital ( Pty ) Ltd 

Tel: 066 140 2239


http://www.weavercapital.co.za


leons@weavercapital.co.za
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